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IN
MATCH YOUR BUSINESS IN ANIMATION!

BETWEEN

Welcome to the third edition of InBetween, a 2-day networking event taking place in Turin and aiming to encourage the cooperation among animation production companies based in Piedmont and producers coming each year from a different territory.

After Catalunya in 2018, followed by Ireland in 2019,  we are glad to welcome this year participants from  the Nordic countries thanks to the collaboration of the  CED MEDIA Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden. 

For the first time, this event is taking place during the Torino Film Industry, in the beautiful venue of Circolo dei Lettori, thanks to the support of our local Film Commission. 
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PROGRAMME

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

NOV 24

NOV 25

10.30 AM-
10.45 AM 

10.00 AM 

10.45 AM-
11.15 AM

11.15 AM-
12.00 PM 

12.00 PM-
12.30 PM

12.30 PM-
1.00 PM

1.00 PM

2.30 PM-
5.30 PM

8.00 PM

Welcome and introductory words - Paolo Manera, Managing 
director Film Commission Torino Piemonte; Silvia Sandrone, 
Project Officer CED Italy MEDIA Torino; Anne-Sophie Vanhollebeke, 
President Cartoon Italia 

A networking coffee at Circolo dei Lettori Lounge 

3.30 PM-
6.00 PM

8.00 PM

Visit to the National Museum of Cinema - Mole Antonelliana  
(Via Montebello 20) and to RAI - Radio and Television Museum  
(Via G. Verdi 16)

“Aperitoon” - Networking aperitivo focusing on talents and 
projects sponsored by CED Italy. Jazz Club Torino Live Music 
Restaurant Lounge Bar (Piazzale Valdo Fusi). Followed by the 
concert “Remembering the jazz stars”

Circolo dei Lettori - Sala Biblioteca. Via Bogino, 9

Presentation of the animation sector in Italy and Northern Europe: 
financing and coproduction opportunities - Valentina Canclini, 
Responsible for Piedmont area at Cartoon Italia; Rasmus A. Sivertsen, 
Creative Director, Qvisten Animation (NO)

Producers of the Nordic countries present their studios - Timo Suomi,  
Anima (FI); Elena Ø Alexa, Nørlum (DA); Linni Rita Gad, 
EyeCandyFilm (DA); Caroline Drab, BCD Film (SE); Petter Lindblad, 
Snowcloud Films (SE)

Talk with broadcasters - Annita Romanelli, Head of Animation 
and Kids drama production RAI Kids; Brenda Maffuchi, Head 
of Acquisitions&Property Development Dea Kids. Introduced by 
Emiliano Fasano, General Secretary ASIFA Italia

Markets and initiatives for animation professionals - Gaia Tridente, 
Director of MIA - International Audiovisual Market; Carla Vulpiani, 
Project Manager Animation&XR - Talents and Short Film Market; 
Roberto Stabile Head of International Relations of ANICA

Lunch Circolo dei Lettori (Sala Biliardo) - Sponsored by CED Italy

One-to-one meetings (Sala della Musica)

Dinner - Sponsored by Cartoon Italia
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LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

Elena ø Alexa, Nørlum
Linni Rita Gad, Eyecandyfilms

Caroline Drab, BCD FilmsPetter Lindblad, Snowcloud

DENMARK
DENMARK

SWEDEN
SWEDEN

Eva Zurbriggen, Animatò
Valentina Canclini, Animoka Studios
Federica Maggio, Enanimation
Federico Turani, Ibrido
Andrea Giro, Primal Shape
Alfio Bastiancich, Showlab
Anne-Sophie Vanhollebeke, Studio Campedelli

Francesco Catarinolo, Studio Pandora

ITALY
ITALY
ITALY
ITALY
ITALY
ITALY
ITALY 
ITALY 

Timo Suomi, Anima

Rasmus A. Sivertsen, Qvisten Animation

FINLAND

NORWAY
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NORLUM

DENMARK

Our co-productions of the  
Oscar-nominated ‘Song of the 
Sea’ and award-winning ‘Longway 
North’ set the stage for the kind 
of projects we will continue to 
realize while expanding our vision 
and reach. While we are passionate 
about producing high-caliber family 
entertainment for the international 
market, we are equally committed 
to engaging locally, and working 
with talent in our area. Nørlum 
started in Viborg, Denmark.

We have been collaborating with 
the Italian female director Angela 
Conigliaro since 2018. At first, we 
worked on financing her feature 
film “La Bambina di Sale” and now 
we are co-producing her short film 
“Arasciu”. The feature film needs an 
Italian main producer for us to be 
able to finance in DK. 
We want to know more about the 
co-production and the financial 
opportunities available in Italy as 
they have such amazing talent and 
so beautiful projects.

Elena Ø Alexa

elena@noerlum.com
www.noerlum.com
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EYECANDYFILMS APS

DENMARK

EyeCandyFilms APS is a 
Copenhagen based film production 
company founded in 2008 by 
director and CEO Stefan Fjeldmark. 
Stefan is known for “The trouble 
of Terkel”, “Asterix and The Vikings” 
“Help! I am a Fish” and “Talking Tom 
and Friends” the TV series. Stefan 
was also co-founding A-Film.
At EyeCandyFilm we work with 
high-end projects. We want to 
entertain, but we believe that 
entertainment is better when we 
have something at heart. 
We are story driven, we want 
to know our characters and we 
can’t help looking for perfection 
design wise. We love animation, 
because with animation everything 
is possible. We have a hub in 
Copenhagen and an animation 
studio in Spain, Tenerife, “People 

Moving Pixels” As we have a long 
history within the industry, we are 
strongly connected with distributors 
and have strong partners. In 
addition to that we have a strong 
network of talents around the world.

I am delighted to join InBetween as 
we are always open to create new 
partnerships and to meet new talents 
– within Europe. We are looking for 
creatively strong studios, who are 
well connected with distributors and 
broadcasters with whom we can do 
co-productions and/ or service work. 
We are currently in development with 
2 projects where we are looking for 
new partners and talents. Including 
a person, who can work as a CGI 
supervisor or a studio, who can work 
with us with regards to visual style 
and pipeline.

Linni Rita Gad

linnieyecandyfilm@gmail.com 
www.eyecandyfilm.dk
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ANIMA

FINLAND

Anima has been one of the leading 
3D animation studios in the Nordic 
region for two decades. The studio 
consists of seamlessly connected 
sites at Helsinki and Kuala Lumpur. 
We have produced 9000+ minutes 
of aired animation ranging 
from animated TV series and 
commercials to feature films. 
Passion for character animation 
and telling stories through 
animation together with artistic 
ambition are the driving forces 
behind the studio’s success. 

We want to tell entertaining stories 
for families but with a Nordic touch 
and approach to bigger themes that 
the kids and their parents can enjoy. 
We want to build on strong track 
record in service work and create 
and produce more of our own film 
and TV projects in the future and 
want to find partners to do this with.

Timo Suomi

timo.suomi@anima.fi
www.anima.fi
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QVISTEN ANIMATION

NORWAY

Qvisten Animation is Norways biggest 
animation studio. We at Qvisten 
have a passion for great storytelling, 
lovable characters and the unlimited 
possibilities of animation as a 
medium. Our films aim to gather and 
entertain the whole family and at 
the same time tell emotional stories 
with depth and educational value.

With in-house producers, directors, 
designers and a full CGI-pipeline, we 
handle all aspects of an animated 
feature film production. We harbour 
80 talents from all over the world, 
a tech focused pipeline and inspire 
each other to always be better 
and to make the most out of the 
budgets we have and the stories 
we tell. We have produced and 
co-produced over 20 feature films, 
many topping the national box office 
and winning awards around the 

globe. We mainly produce CGI and 
stop motion films, but we have also 
done classical 2D animation.

Our ambition for the future is to 
further build our IP-portfolio, but 
also invest in more original content 
and to reach a bigger, international 
audience with our stories. We are 
looking for like-minded partners to 
help us create better, bigger and 
more international stories. We have 
several projects with international 
potential that we would love to 
present to co-producers, sales 
agents and distributors in Europe. 
If you have a story that you are 
passionate about, we are eager 
to co-produce with you. Together 
with the Norwegian Film Institute 
and local distributors we can help 
with local financing as well as with 
private investments.

Rasmus A. Sivertsen

rasmus@qvisten.no
www.qvisten.no
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BCD FILMS

SWEDEN

BCD Film is an independent film 
production company based in 
Malmö, Sweden. The company 
focuses on producing high quality 
films with strong artistic ambition for 
a young and international audience. 
We develop, create, and produce 
live-action film, documentary  
and animation aimed for cinema,  
tv and platform. BCD Film was 
founded 2019.

At BCD Film we are developing a 2D 
animated pre-school special based 
on a Swedish children’s book. The 
project has been developed at CEE 
Animation Workshop during 2022, 
and we are looking to find potential 
co-producers for the project.

Caroline Drab

caroline@bcdfilm.se
www.bcdfilm.se
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SNOWCLOUD FILMS

SWEDEN

Snowcloud focus on projects 
for children and youths, mainly 
animation. Own projects and 
international co-production. We 
also consult for other companies: 
producers, financing, production 
setup, technical supervision, etc. as 
well as hold courses in production 
planning and budgeting. The 
company was founded in 2014 by 
Petter Lindblad, formerly full-time 
producer at Copenhagen Bombay 
(8 years). Most recent productions 
are features MINI-ZLATAN AND 
UNCLE DARLING and animated 
THE APE STAR (at Lee Film).

Italy is a huge animation country 
and still we know few companies 
there. With co-productions with 
Denmark, Norway, Netherlands, 
Luxembourg and the Baltics, 
we want to expand our partner 
companies in Italy. We have several 
animation projects in development 
that could be suitable for co-
production, and we are open to 
co-produce projects from Sweden 
(and Denmark, since we have 
partnerships there too).

Petter Lindblad

petter.lindblad@snowcloud.se

www.snowcloud.se
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ANIMATO

ITALY

Animatò is a young company 
founded in Turin in 2020 by 
professionals from a historic 
Turin production company of 
international prestige. The goal 
is to develop and produce in the 
field of Italian animation projects 
in which young talents and 
established professionals can prove 
themselves. The company enters 
the Italian cartoon scene with a 
first production “The Crunchers”, a 
TV series in 2d digital animation. 

It is always important to get to 
know European professionals, 
especially for us working in 
animation field and work in 
co-production with European 
studios. These days will be a good 
opportunity because we will be a 
small group of companies and have 
more time to get to know each 
other and exchange experiences 
and projects with Scandinavian 
professionals. Encounters between 
different cultures can broaden 
horizons in the animation field and 
helps you find inspiration for new 
future collaborations.

Eva Zurbriggen

evazurbriggen68@gmail.com
www.anima.to.it

'
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ANIMOKA STUDIOS

ITALY

Animoka Studios is an award 
winning animation studio. 
Coproducer of the brand new TV 
series MUMFIE, currently on air, 
winner of Best Preschool Series 
2022 Pulcinella Awards.
The company also produced the 
widely distributed TV series PAT 
THE DOG, on air with 2 seasons on 
more than 185 countries worldwide, 
including Disney Channel in the US. 
Animoka has recently presented 
its brand new series DELU’ FROM 
THE JUNGLE, a preschool comedy 
currently in production, top 10 
presence in Cartoon Forum 2022.

We are always on the lookout for 
new exciting European coproductions 
to help finance and produce as 
minor coproducers or to provide 
animation services at low costs 
thanks to the Italian tax credit and 
subsidies. It will be good to meet 
new great producers and talents.

Valentina Canclini

valentina.canclini@animoka.com

www.animoka.com
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ENANIMATION

ITALY

Enanimation srl is an independent 
limited liability production company 
and plays an active role from a 
creative and financial point of 
view. The company has a lean and 
efficient manufacturing, it deals 
with research and evaluation 
of new projects, selection and 
development of new co-productions 
and distributions. The skills of 
Enanimation team range from 
animation production to live action 
TV series, web series and movies. 
Its artists are able to work on 
any part of the production chain, 
from scratch to the final product, 
from screenplay to 3D animation, 
from shooting to the creation 
of VFX effects and sound-video 
editing. Competence, reliability and 
versatility are the strong points of 
Enanimation.

Enanimation’s main goals are 
reaching new potential partners, 
identify co-producers for its 
developing projects and find new 
properties and products to invest in.

Federica Maggio

maggio@enanimation.it
www.enanimation.it
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IBRIDO

ITALY

IBRIDO is an independent award 
winning animation studio that has 
been making 2d, 3d and stop-motion 
animation since 2016, ranging from 
film to music-videos, commercials, 
video games and VR. Over the 
last few years, our directors have 
made films that have travelled 
through festivals like Annecy, Nastri 
d’Argento, Giffoni. 
The focus of IBRIDO is to produce 
animation with international partners 
while building up an Italian network, 
sharing art and culture, growing both 
as a company and as human beings.

The aim is to connect to potential 
nordisk companies, to start a 
dialogue for future collaborations. 
We are currently working on an 
anthology feature film named 
“Dark Horses”, a TV Series “Anselmo 
Wannabe”, a VR Experience “Dante’s 
Vision” and shorts.

Federico Turani

f.turani@ibridostudio.com
www.ibridostudio.com
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PRIMAL SHAPE

ITALY

Primal Shape is an independent 
production company and animation 
studio based in Italy established at 
the beginning of 2018 by artists with a 
decade of experience in the industry.
Primal Shape had the opportunity 
to work with top-notch studios like 
Axis Studios, MPC, Digic Pictures, 
Puppetworks, Outfit7, Minimo VFX, 
RAI KIDS, Lunar Animation, EDI and 
many others.

Since the beginning our main goal 
was to have fun doing animation 
and this allowed us to bring to our 
clients the support they needed. 
We collaborate in bringing to life 
characters for Feature Films, TV 
series, web series, Commercials, 
Cinematics, Games and VR. In our 
future we see a lot of new animated 
adventures and, for sure, a lot of 
fun. We are open to experiment new 
ideas, new techniques, because we 
need to put our heart and brain in 
what we love to do.

Andrea Giro

giro@primalshapestudio.com

www.primalshapestudio.com
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SHOWLAB

ITALY

Showlab is Prodea Group’s media 
company established in 2004. 
Initially intended for audiovisual 
productions for the Group’s 
activities, currently produces 
and markets, nationally and 
internationally, audiovisual  
content for TV, cinema and 
platforms. With highly experienced 
executives in its production 
divisions (Animation & Youth, 
Fiction Series, Documentaries, 
Feature Film, and Branded & 
Corporate) and commercial 
(International Distribution & 
Acquisitions, Consumer Products).

As we have experienced in the past, I 
am sure that this event organised by 
the Turin Media Office will also allow 
us to deepen mutual understanding 
between us and the protagonists 
of the animation sector in Northern 
European countries. As Showlab, 
we are interested in examining 
animated series and feature film 
projects for potential collaborations.

Alfio Bastiancich

bastiancich.a@showlab.it
www.showlab.it
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STUDIO CAMPEDELLI

ITALY

Studio Campedelli is a production 
company active in the creation and 
production of animated audiovisual 
content. Its offices are in Milan 
and Turin, two important poles 
of training, technology and digital 
innovation in the audiovisual sector. 
With a working team boasting well-
established skills in the field of 
animation, the studio oversees all 
stages in production, providing both 
creativity and coordination. 

We work on the basis of a simple 
ideal: creating original, innovative, 
engaging content for cinema, 
television and other platforms. We 
strongly believe in the importance 
of offering the market a wide 
range, presenting projects that are 
diversified in terms of style, format 
and content. We see teamwork, 
sharing of ideas and visions, an 
openness to collaboration with 
foreign partners as essential 
ingredients ensuring the quality, 
originality and internationality of all 
our products.

Anne-Sophie 
Vanhollebeke

anne-sophie@studiocampedelli.it

www.studiocampedelli.net
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STUDIO PANDORA

ITALY

From development to post-
production, Studio Pandora 
envisions and creates multimedia 
solutions to shape your best 
concepts and ideas, across each 
production stage. 
Our strength is our ability to 
innovate. That is why some of the 
biggest international brands have 
already relied on us. To name a few: 
Warner Music, RAI, New Holland, 
Jeep, Ferrero, Allianz, Lavazza, Oreo, 
Fonzies, Maserati and many others.

Original productions are a natural 
development for the expansion 
of Studio Pandora galaxy. We are 
working on visionary short films, 
compelling narrative documentaries 
and ambitious TV series. 
Studio Pandora has several projects 
in development and pre-production: 
documentaries and TV series that 
could be strengthened with an 
international partner. In addition, we 
are always on the hunt for projects 
in which we can be co-producers.

Francesco Catarinolo

francesco@studiopandora.it
www.studiopandora.it
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